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After hearing this voice, Xiao Weiwei was a bit stunned for a while. 

She had been working as a courtesy girl for quite a long time, and she had been running Shangmei for 

quite a long time, and had taken on many different kinds of activities, but she had never taken on a job 

like this where she had to impersonate a fan to pick up a plane at the airport. 

So, she replied apologetically, "Sorry, Miss Chen, we haven't done this business before, we're not very 

good at it, so in order not to affect your business, we suggest you find some company that specialises in 

this area." 

When Chen Mengmeng heard this, she became anxious. 

Looking for a company that specialises in this area to work with? 

There was no such thing as a professional company, but they all had to prepare resources in advance. 

Not to mention that she couldn't find the group leader that Xu Dan Dan was working with right now, 

even if she could find one, it was even more unlikely that the other party would temporarily adjust the 

schedule for tomorrow morning to two hours later. 

The reason is that these people are not always watching this one project, those group leaders are like 

taxi drivers, they are either running this job or that one, if you have booked a car for 9am tomorrow, he 

can only make sure that he doesn't pull any other jobs at this time tomorrow. 

So it's simply not practical to try to change the appointment time on the fly, and to do so for two or 

three hundred people in one breath. 

It was because of this that Chen Mengmeng felt that in the whole of Jinling right now, I'm afraid that 

Xiao Weiwei was the only one who could do this. 

The reason is that she is different from the head of the group, the head of the group is only an 

intermediary and does not have absolute control over the group actors below, but Xiao Weiwei is 

different, she has her own company, her own company directly signed hundreds of courtesy girls, those 

courtesy girls are all her employees, she definitely has absolute control over her own staff deployment 

power. 

Therefore, she hurriedly opened her mouth and pleaded: "Mr. Xiao, I really have no other way now, so I 

can only ask you for help. It doesn't matter if you have never done this kind of business before, in fact, 

this is very simple, just need you to coordinate the people well, when the time comes, let them appear 

in the designated position at the designated time, and then shout out our designated slogan. " 

After hearing this, Xiao Weiwei still didn't quite want to take on such a job. 

Under her management, Shangmei Etiquette Company had long been on the fast track, operating very 

smoothly in all aspects, with abundant cash flow and a relatively high profit margin. 

Under such circumstances, she really did not want to take on such rare and odd jobs. 



So, she still said apologetically, "I'm really sorry Miss Chen, this business doesn't match the business our 

company runs, and to be honest, I personally am not very Interested, so please forgive me." 
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 Hearing this, Zhong Tianyu, who was on the side, roared at Chen Mengmeng in anger, "Damn it! What 

the fuck is a manners company doing here! I'll pay 300,000 for 300 people, 1000 dollars each! This price 

is much higher than the normal price of an etiquette girl, and as long as she's not a fool, she definitely 

won't refuse!" 

Chen Mengmeng had to continue sending voice messages to Xiao Weiwei: "Mr. Xiao, look at this, can 

you give us 300 courtesy girls, we only need them to pose as fans at the airport for about half an hour, 

as long as you agree, we can pay you 300,000 yuan!" 

Three hundred thousand was indeed not a small amount. 

Generally speaking, an ordinary mass actor who works hard for a day will only be paid between 150 and 

200 yuan. 

A courtesy lady will be paid slightly more, but basically in the range of 500 to 1000 for a full day. 

There are not many courtesans who can exceed $1,000 a day, unless they go to a car show and make a 

cameo appearance as a model, then they can get such a price. 

However, Xiao Weiwei carefully weighed the matter and decided to refuse, because this kind of thing 

she really has not operated, but also worried that in case of any trouble caused by the hemp 

She then replied, "I'm really sorry Miss Chen, we really can't take this one." 

Chen Mengmeng instantly became extremely helpless inside. 

She looked at Zhong Tianyu at the side and subconsciously asked, "Young master, what do you think 

about this?" 

Zhong Tianyu's expression was very gloomy, he really didn't expect that the other party would still 

refuse if he offered this price. 

Therefore, he subconsciously took Xiao Weiwei's decision as a way of knocking on the door. 

Then, he gritted his teeth and said in a cold voice, "Damn it! It's just a way to get more money! You tell 

her, and we won't talk nonsense to her, a price of 600,000!" 

Chen Mengmeng hurriedly sent a voice message to Xiao Weiwei: "Mr. Xiao, let's raise the fee to 

600,000, will that be enough?" 

Xiao Weiwei was indeed somewhat moved. 

Today was a working day, and it was also a Tuesday, and most of the work of a company like theirs, 

which specialized in etiquette, was concentrated on weekends. 

This was because most of the business events would be held on the weekend. 



Apart from the two busiest days on the weekend, there are also more things to do on Mondays and 

Fridays. 
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 Because Monday and Friday are the first and last days of the working day, many companies, as well as 

institutions, have .... 

Any major event, will choose to be on these two days. 

And Tuesday to Thursday, there really isn't much work in general, most Miss Manners are off on these 

days, so the company has also chosen to train Miss Manners in batches on these days. 

Today, there are hundreds of full-time Miss Manners in her company who are on a break, and apart 

from a hundred and fifty who are undergoing training, the rest are on transfer. 

So, by deciding to take on the business, she could ensure that she could compile a specific list of three 

hundred people in less than ten minutes. 

Just one trip to the airport, two or three hours before and after, would generate six hundred thousand 

dollars for the staff and the company, which did seem like a good deal to Xiao Weiwei. 

Although she had never handled this business herself, she felt that she could give it a try just for the six 

hundred thousand dollars reward. 

Since the cooperation agreement of Shangmei Etiquette Company is that Miss Etiquette takes the big 

share and the company takes the small share, so these three hundred people just need to go to the 

airport, each of them can have more than 1,500 yuan of income, and it is a rare and good opportunity 

for them. 

Thinking of this, Xiao Weiwei heart can't help but ponder: "This Chen Mengmeng price to give so fast, it 

seems to be very urgent indeed, according to the laws of the market, the more urgent the rescue ...... 

The more you work, the more you can be paid. After all, in the industry, this is also considered an urgent 

job, and putting out an emergency is like putting out a fire, so as long as the industry is looking for 

someone to put out an emergency, the price will be higher, and this is also an industry rule that we all 

know. 

Then, Xiao Weiwei said, "Let's do it this way, Miss Chen, we are all businessmen, so I won't hide it 

either." 

"To be honest, you are really in a hurry, you need people in two hours, the time is too tight; moreover, if 

you need 300 people, the number is too big." 

"A lot of my staff are at work right now, and some are on leave, so if I coordinate three hundred people, 

I'm sure I'll have to put off a lot of work, which would mean paying a lot of liquidated damages to the 

party;" 

"Even if the employees who are on leave are called over to work, we still have to double people's 

salaries by holidays." 



"And if you are in a hurry, people may not be able to use public transport, most people will have to take 

a taxi to get there, and the airport is so far away, which adds to the cost ......" 

"So if you really want to do it on your side, the minimum on my side would be one million, if you think 

it's okay, I'll coordinate it, if you think the price is too high, it doesn't matter, you can look at other 

companies! 
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 Xiao Weiwei herself is not some silly white girl, although she has not done much business before, but in 

the past one or two years, she has also been full of human heartache, so she is now very clear about the 

basic law of survival in society, which is to do her best to fight for her own interests. 

Moreover, she was not alone now, there were hundreds of young girls following her for dinner behind 

her, so she naturally wanted to fight for more benefits for everyone. 

On Chen Mengmeng's side, when she heard that Xiao Weiwei wanted one million, she immediately 

subconsciously looked at Zhong Tianyu at the side. 

She was only Zhong Tianyu's assistant, so whether she wanted to spend the money or not was entirely 

up to Zhong Tianyu. 

Zhong Tianyu's expression at this moment was extremely ugly. 

He gritted his teeth and said, "This Xiao Weiwei's appetite is really big! She dares to ask me for a million 

dollars for such a trivial matter, she is clearly trying to knock me out! Do you really think I'm an ingrate?" 

Seeing Zhong Tianyu's anger again, Chen Mengmeng hurriedly said, "Young master, what if I refuse her 

now?" 

Zhong Tianyu glared at Chen Mengmeng and scolded, "Do you have any f*cking brains? Reject her now, 

I'll get to ...... 

What if there's no one to pick me up in Golden? How do I send out today's circulars? How do I buy the 

hot search?" 

After saying that, Zhong Tianyu said with a cold face, "You tell her, one million is one million, but I'll pay 

half a million first, and the remaining half a million after it's done." 

Zhong Tianyu's thought was very simple, such a hasty matter, it was too late to sign a contract, 

everything was a verbal agreement, first pay half a million, the remaining half a million when the matter 

is finished, it is impossible to pay. 

Zhong Tianyu's family is very big and he is also a first-rate star, but the sunk cost of his initial investment 

is too big, and he needs to continue to spend money in order to maintain his "top stream" label, so he 

pays particular attention to the cost. 

What's even more annoying for Zhong Tianyu is that he chose the music route to pursue Gu Qiuyi, but 

these days, the ability of singers to make money is a hundred thousand miles behind that of actors. 



The singer's ability to draw money is a hundred thousand miles less than that of an actor these days, and 

even though he can earn tens of millions or even hundreds of millions of dollars a year from various 

performances, variety shows and announcements, the marketing costs behind each year are basically 

the same as his income. 
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 If you can't get this huge gold mine of Gu Qiuyi ..... 

The company's business is not a good one. 

Chen Mengmeng also understands Zhong Tianyu's meaning, paying half a million first, and the next half 

a million would definitely be out of the question. 

Although she did not want to do this kind of thing without business ethics, but since her boss had given 

the word, how could she dare to disobey, so she had to say to Xiao Weiwei, "Mr. Xiao, our boss has 

promised that one million is no problem, but half of the money has to be paid first, and then the other 

half will be paid after the matter is completed." 

Xiao Weiwei had been pitied many times before, she was no longer the stupid woman she was, she 

instantly understood the other party's intentions, so she said, "Miss Chen, if your company is willing to 

cooperate, after paying the full amount in one go, I will start making arrangements. Please forgive me." 

After hearing this, Zhong Tianyu said with a grimace, "This bitch is really ruthless, she has killed all the 

room for bargaining for me at once!" 

Chen Mengmeng asked helplessly, "Young master, so what now?" 

Zhong Tianyu cursed, "What the hell else can I do, promise her! Tell her to hurry up and arrange 

someone for me to go there! If I don't see more than three hundred female fans when I get off the 

plane, I'll fucking kill her!" 

Chen Mengmeng asked tentatively, "Then have the finance transfer the money now?" 

"Yes!" Chen Mengmeng gritted her teeth and said, "You ask for the other party's account number, then 

inform the finance to transfer the money, I'll approve it directly on my phone." 

"Okay." 

Chen Mengmeng finally breathed a sigh of relief, although this matter was not her own pot, if it was not 

resolved in the end, Zhong Tianyu would definitely find herself in trouble. 

Fortunately, it was finally considered resolved now. 

Although it cost a lot more money, the debt would definitely be on Xu Dan Dan's head and had nothing 

to do with herself. 

So, she hurriedly confirmed the cooperation with Vivian Xiao, asked her for the collection account 

number, and then immediately arranged for the finance to be responsible for the payment. 

While Zhong Tianyu was boarding his private jet and waiting to take off, the finance side finished the 

transfer and after Zhong Tianyu had finished approving it with his mobile phone, Xiao Weiwei also 



immediately received feedback from the finance department that she had received a million dollars 

transferred from Zhong Tianyu's actor agency studio. 

Xiao Weiwei was very happy in her heart, in her opinion, this single deal was simply a way to improve 

everyone's life, so she immediately sent a voice message in the company's 1,000-strong QQ group, and 

then Aite all the members: "Sisters, I've just received a big deal!" 

Many people in the group hurriedly asked what the big deal was. 
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 Xiao Wei Wei then said, "It's a temporary job to act as a female fan at the airport, the other party wants 

three hundred people, arriving at Jinling airport in two hours, the pick-up process is a total of half an 

hour, this time the party is a tycoon, the reward is two thousand five hundred per person!" 

Xiao Weiwei received one million this time, and according to the process, she left the company with a 

profit of 250,000, leaving 750,000 to give back to the staff, which worked out to be exactly 2,500 per 

person. 

As soon as this news was sent out, the group exploded! 

Who would have dared to imagine that a trip to the airport, a round trip that took no more than three 

hours combined, could earn two thousand five hundred dollars? Normally, a job of such a short duration 

could not be more than five hundred dollars at most. 

So, hundreds of people in the group instantly replied, each with a similar reply: "Sister Wei Wei, I'll go I'll 

go! Count me in!" 

The earnings from this event had increased by several times after all, and everyone didn't want to miss 

this great opportunity. 

However, the event required 300 people, and there were more than 1,000 people in the group, so there 

were too many monks and too few porridge, so how to distribute them became a tricky problem. 

Xiao Weiwei thought about it again and again, and spoke, "This time, as the number of people needed is 

only three hundred, so we have the following conditions for selecting people." 

"Firstly, priority will be given to full-time contracted employees of Shangmei;" 

"Secondly, from the full-time contracted employees, we will select them according to their attendance 

rate in the previous month, from highest to lowest, and the three hundred people with the highest 

attendance rate will get this opportunity;" 

"Third, if the selected  

If people don't have time to go, the places will be postponed!" 

As soon as these conditions came out, several people in the group were happy and a few were sad. 

Those who were happy were the full-time contracted staff, and those who had a high attendance rate. 



They thought that if they didn't sign a full-time contract, they would be able to work with more 

companies, so they would have more resources and more freedom. 

This is the price of freedom if you don't sign a contract, just like the difference between regular and 

temporary workers, and the benefits will naturally be different. 

On top of that, the full-time contracted staff are all convinced by the way the rules are ordered by 

attendance. 

After all, the most important criterion for Miss Manners like them to generate income for the company 

is their attendance rate, and the price is not too different. 

Xiao Weiwei saw that everyone had no opinion on her decision, so she immediately said: "Let Sister Liu, 

the financial secretary, send our attendance rate for last month to the group, all employees in the top 

300 who have no problems with their time, find Sister Liu to register within ten minutes, and all sisters 

in the next hundred after 300 should also pay more attention. If any of the first three hundred people 

can't make it, or if any of them don't register for more than ten minutes, they will be considered to have 

given up. 
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 Xiao Weiwei's movements were very nimble. 

By further confirming and sifting through the list of people, she settled on three hundred employees 

after ten minutes. 

She then set some details with Chen Mengmeng, including the slogans that everyone would chant, the 

banners they would put up and the physical movements they would perform at that time. 

Zhong Tianyu himself was very upset with Xiao Weiwei, but after seeing how efficient and professional 

she was in her work, his emotions eased a little. 

The plane takes off. While Zhong Tianyu was flying to Jinling, Vivian Xiao had already started to deploy 

her own staff, three hundred courtesy ladies, from all over Jinling to prepare for departure to the 

airport. 

Xiao Weiwei finished lining up her work and was as happy as if she had won a battle. 

She recalled that when her brother-in-law Ye Chen handed over Shangmei Etiquette Company to 

herself, this company was still the first chicken feather, but in a very short period of time, she had made 

this company into a model, not only the company's performance was getting better and better, but also 

the scale of the company was getting bigger and bigger. 

Of course, she also knows very well that the reason why she was able to gain such rapid development 

and success. It was also mainly due to Ye Chen's face, many of the businesses were now introduced by 

Master Hong Wu and his men for themselves, if it wasn't for them, the company couldn't have been on 

the right track so quickly. 

Thinking about Ye Chen, the teenage heart in her heart couldn't help but burst. 



Right now, she had a deep good feeling for Ye Chen. Although she herself knew that the gap between 

her and Ye Chen was too big, but good feelings were something like that. Once you have it, it is hard to 

disappear, even if you know it is impossible it will eddy around in your heart. 

Therefore, she picked up her mobile phone and after thinking and hesitating, she still made a phone call 

to Ye Chen. 

At this moment, Ye Chen, who was at Buckingham Palace, was suddenly surprised to receive a call from 

Xiao Weiwei. 

Over the past few days, he had basically forgotten about Xiao Weiwei. 

Originally, Old Lady Xiao still scolded Qian Hongyan, who had stolen her money and left Jinling, twice a 

day on the balcony, and choked a few words with Ma Lan in the process, but these days, the old lady 

seemed to have tightened up a lot, and she wasn't heard choking with Ma Lan anymore. 
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What he doesn't know is that Xiao Weiwei now has a high status in the Xiao family and can be 

considered the one who says no in the Xiao family. 

This is mainly because. Old Mrs. Xiao, as well as the bedridden father and son, Xiao Changqian and Xiao 

Hailong, all now relied on Xiao Weiwei to earn money to support them. 

Although Old Mrs. Xiao was used to being in power all her life and had thought about forcing Xiao 

Weiwei to give her all the money to manage, after Xiao Weiwei had made the company, her character 

was much stronger and her own ideas were much firmer, so she immediately clarified with Old Mrs. Xiao 

the current division of authority in the Xiao family. 

Since she was responsible for earning money to support the family, she had to have the final say in the 

family and everyone else had to follow her advice. Although Old Mrs. Xiao was not convinced, she had 

no choice but to agree for the sake of food and clothing. 

And the first request Xiao Weiwei made after establishing the dominant position in the family was for 

the old lady not to have any more friction with Ye Chen's family. 

Old Mrs. Xiao had no choice but to die down. 

Ye Chen did not know the details, but only knew that Old Mrs. Xiao had not moved much recently, and 

once she had stopped moving, the family also faded out of Ye Chen's sight. 

However, although Ye Chen was surprised. But he still picked up Xiao Weiwei's call and asked in a 

nonchalant tone, "Weiwei, you're looking for me for something?" 

Xiao Weiwei said, somewhat nervously and with some difficulty hiding her leap, "Brother-in-law. What 

are you busy with?" 

Ye Chen said casually, "Nothing, I'm meeting a friend outside, what's wrong?" 

Xiao Weiwei hurriedly said, "Oh ...... so ah ...... in fact ...... in fact I don't have anything to do with it, I just 

want to report to you brother-in-law about Shangmei's recent situation." 



Ye Chen smiled. Asked her, "Is the company doing okay now?" 

Xiao Weiwei was busy saying, "Brother-in-law, the company is doing quite well recently! Thanks to the 

care of Master Hong Wu and the others, there is more business, the company's income is higher, and 

the number of employees is getting bigger and bigger." 

Ye Chen smiled, "That's not bad, I hope you'll keep up the good work and be able to take the company 

to the next level." 

Xiao Weiwei assured, "Brother-in-law, don't worry, I will do my best to make Shangmei bigger and 

stronger and make it the biggest etiquette company in the city and province, never let down brother-in-

law's expectations of me!" 

Ye Chen gave a hmph and reminded, "You must always remember how you were bullied and squeezed 

by the unscrupulous boss at the beginning. Remember that, and you must even take this as a warning, 

never become like them and never exploit those employees who work for you. Understand?" 
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 Xiao Weiwei hurriedly said with unparalleled seriousness, "Brother-in-law, you have 10,000 hearts! I, 

Xiao Weiwei, did ...... 

 I really don't know how to do things, no matter what I do, I'm a lot worse, but I've really changed my 

mind now, after the last time I was cheated, I also understand that life is not easy, so now I'm always 

open and honest to the company staff, and I think of them in every way!" 

Xiao Weiwei said, "Today, for example. For example, today, I received a large order of one million 

dollars, and the other party wanted 300 people to pose as fans at the airport. In that case, it would only 

cost 150,000 and the remaining 850,000 would be profit. As for the company's income, I could have kept 

it from them and kept them in the dark, so naturally they wouldn't have any problems." 

"However, I finally decided to give the bulk of it to the employees. So for these three hundred people, I 

gave two thousand five hundred each!" 

"The reason for this is that on the one hand, like you said, brother-in-law, I don't want to see money to 

exploit them;" 

"On the other hand I also want to treat this one as a reward. To motivate those who perform better and 

make them work harder in the future, and also to stimulate those who didn't get the chance and show 

them the benefits of hard work! This will also make them more motivated in the future." 

Ye Chen couldn't help but praise, "I'm really impressed that you can do this." 

Saying that, Ye Chen gave a slight pause and added: "If you just count the economic accounts, you seem 

to have lost hundreds of thousands of dollars in profit, but if you look at the long term, Hundreds of 

more die-hard quality employees have been harvested." 

"The profits these people can generate for the company in the future will certainly be much more than 

just a few hundred thousand." 



"But if you lie to them today and hide the actual income from them, this is like buying a time bomb, in 

case they find out one day, they will be resistant to you and to the company, which will in turn make 

your future path narrower and narrower." 

Xiao Weiwei happily said, "Thank you brother-in-law for the compliment! I will definitely find a way to 

make my future path wider and wider in the future!" 

Ye Chen gave a hint and was about to hang up the phone after exchanging a few pleasantries. But 

suddenly, he thought back to a detail that Xiao Weiwei had mentioned in the phone call earlier. 

So, he pursued the question, "Right Weiwei, you just said that someone gave you one million. Is it to 

hire three hundred etiquette ladies to go to the airport and pose as fans to pick up the plane?!" 

"Right!" Xiao Weiwei said with a smile, "It's also the first time I've received such a job, but it seems like 

there are quite a lot of celebrities who buy fans now, not just celebrities. Many milk tea shops and 

netflix restaurants are spending money to hire people to fill up the scene, supposedly to package 

themselves to be very popular, so they can trick others into joining, thus earning high franchise fees." 

Ye Chen was busy asking, "Do you know who the person is who bought the fan pick-up?" 

Xiao Weiwei didn't hide anything from Ye Chen and said directly, "It's a new generation singer called 

Zhong Tianyu, who is said to be quite hot recently."  

Ye Chen couldn't help but laugh out loud, "Yoo-hoo, it's him 
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 Although Ye Chen had never met Zhong Tianyu, he did not have any good feelings towards him because 

of Xu Dan Dan and the matter of the presidential suite. 

What's more, this guy even wanted to pursue Gu Qiuyi, and that made him even more upset. 

Thinking of Zhong Tianyu's harsh words to Richard Chen over the phone earlier, so Ye Chen planned to. 

Do his best to be a good host and let Zhong Tianyu feel the warmth of the people of Jinling from the 

moment he got off the plane. 

Didn't you want to hire a female fan to pick up the plane? Then I'll arrange a little surprise for you. 

At this point, Xiao Weiwei on the other end of the phone asked with some curiosity, "Brother-in-law, do 

you know that Zhong Tianyu?" 

Ye Chen said, "No, but I should get to know him soon." 

After saying that, Ye Chen then said, "Right Weiwei, I still have some things to take care of on my side, 

let's talk later." 

Xiao Weiwei heard these words. Although she didn't want to hang up, she was too embarrassed to 

pester, and hurriedly said, "Okay brother-in-law, you go ahead and get busy, I also have to go organize 

the pick up later." 

When Ye Chen hung up the phone, he immediately said to Chen Zekai, "Old Chen. Call Hong Wu to come 

over." 



Chen Zekai nodded and hurriedly called Hong Wu first... 

A phone call was made before he said to Ye Chen, "Young master I've finished eating with Hong Wu, he'll 

come over right away, he'll be here in 10 or so minutes." 

"Good." Ye Chen smiled faintly and said, "You have connections at the airport, ask them to keep an eye 

out for any private planes from Yanjing landing in Jinling this afternoon, if so, ask for the landing time 

and the ground handling arrangements after landing." 

Chen Zekai asked curiously, "Young master, what are you doing here?" 

Ye Chen smiled, "Zhong Tianyu is coming to Jinling, so I'm preparing a surprise for him." 

Soon. Richard Chen then inquired about a message from the airport. 

There was a private plane that had applied for permission to fly from Yanjing to Jinling in twenty 

minutes, the plane would land in Jinling in two hours, and after the plane landed and parked in the 

hangar, the Jinling airport side had arranged for a VIP pick-up vehicle within the airport, and would pick 

up the person first after the plane had stopped. 

Chen Zekai explained to Ye Chen: "Young master, generally speaking, private planes to the airport can be 

arranged to go through the business jet terminal and are on the VIP channel, the business jet terminal is 

also generally a separate building, and the main terminal will have a certain distance, the passengers of 

private planes basically ...... 

 Up and down the airport would not be with ordinary passengers, but this Zhong Tianyu specifically gave 

the airport a request to not send him to the business jet terminal. Instead, he was sent to the main 

terminal, I don't know what his intention was." 

Hearing this, Ye Chen said with a smile, "His intention is simple. The place in the business terminal is so 

small and the entry and exit vetting is so strict, if we leave the airport directly from there, won't we be 

unable to enjoy the ritual of being met by fans?" 

Said. Ye Chen added, "I just heard that he paid three hundred etiquette ladies to go to the airport and 

pretend to be fans to pick up the plane, the main terminal is a big place and there are many people, so 

when the show gets bigger, it might be able to make a hot search." 

"So that's how it is." Chen Zekai nodded lightly and laughed, "These people in the entertainment 

industry are too fake, they even pay for their fans, no wonder people say that Zhong Tianyu is losing 

money as a star. It turns out that the glamour is all in exchange for money." 

Ye Chen laughed, "Since Zhong Tianyu is so concerned about the show, I will arrange a unique fan pick-

up show for him today!" 

Chen Zekai was busy asking, "Young master, what are your plans?" 

Ye Chen hummed and laughed, "Wait for Hong Wu to come. I'll tell you all together." 

 


